XCZ-LF-100-PRF 1" CONTROL ZONE KIT IN ROUND VALVE BOX

OPTION 2

1. FINISH GRADE
2. ROUND VALVE BOX WITH COVER:
   RAIN BIRD VB-10RND
3. WATERPROOF CONNECTION:
   RAIN BIRD DB SERIES
4. VALVE ID TAG
5. 30-INCH LINEAR LENGTH OF WIRE, COILED
6. 1" x 3/4" REDUCING COUPLING
   (INCLUDED IN XCZ-100-PRF KIT)
7. PRESSURE REGULATING FILTER:
   RAIN BIRD PRF-075-RBY (INCLUDED IN XCZ-LF-100-PRF KIT)
8. LATERAL PIPE
9. PVC SCH 40 FEMALE ADAPTOR OR REDUCER
10. REMOTE CONTROL VALVE:
    RAIN BIRD LFV-100 (INCLUDED IN XCZ-LF-100-PRF KIT)
11. PVC SCH 40 ELL
12. PVC SCH 80 NIPPLE (LENGTH AS REQUIRED)
13. PVC SCH 80 NIPPLE (2-INCH LENGTH, HIDDEN) AND PVC SCH 40 ELL)
14. PVC SCH 40 TEE OR ELL
15. PVC MAINLINE
16. 3-INCH MINIMUM DEPTH OF 3/4-INCH WASHED GRAVEL